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Selenium Interiors

Enhancing the beauty and function of homes in Edmonton, Selenium Interiors 
provides the calibre of custom cabinetry that both dazzles and defines excel-
lence for every room in your home. 

This high-contrast and appealing renovation showcases the level and extent 
of their talents through premium finishes and stylish features. “Since 1998, 
we have brought our hearts and hands to the craft of fine woodworking and 
work together to bring our clients cabinetry and millwork that endures,” shares  
Selene Yuen, who together with husband John have assembled a team of local 
artisans and innovators, merging rigourous European standards with continuous 
technical improvements.

Featuring a design by Kyle and Co., Selenium further worked in conjunction 
with GH Construction to include custom cabinetry and millwork that would 
satisfy the high standards, desires, and lifestyle function of the client. The home 
was gutted and then rebuilt with the opportunity to start fresh. “What they 
wanted was stylish luxury with lots of customized details and finishings and our 
cabinetry and millwork was developed to coordinate with the balance of the 
decor in the home,” says Selene.

An eye-catching contrast of colour defines the kitchen with a blend of opaque 
white and charcoal lacquered cabinets in a Shaker style. Highly functional, a 
pullout breakfast nook conceals the toaster and coffee maker for a clutter-free 
décor amidst specialized storage features throughout. The pantry hosts black 
metal framed cabinets with reeded glass inserts and dark grey interiors with 
customized drawers keeping everything simple and accessible.

The library features frame and panel cabinet doors, backlit shelving, and  
sliding oak ladder with functional flair. “We can always accommodate given site  
conditions and the unpredictable nature of renovations,” adds Selene.

“John and I were in Italy recently and we saw a fair amount of charcoal and 
black cabinets in their custom homes. These trends usually land here in three 
years or so, which starkly contrast with the continuing trend of white millwork. 
There is also a heightened interest in functionality with what’s going on inside 
as important as the exterior.”

Creating luxury gourmet kitchens, vanities, wine room and media room  
cabinetry, and architectural millwork, Selenium Interiors incomparable team 
delivers the high style and commensurate quality that satisfies both inside and out.

Crafted to cater to academic interests, the walkout further features  

built-in desks and shelving that enjoy views and access to green amidst a 

full wet bar, a dry sauna, gym, wine room, and two additional bedrooms.

Kresswell Interiors had worked with the homeowners before and under-

stood their preference for Scandinavian influences that integrate modern 

features with warm woods and texture. “A lot of attention was spent 

on the millwork,” notes interior designer Diana Tidswell of Kresswell  

Interiors. The owner’s suite hosts a custom built-in headboard, bed frame, 

and night stands in rift-cut white oak that complement the fir wood slat 

details that permeate the home with texture and additional light.

Hosting a unique and compelling ambience, the home reveals an  

understated sophistication that is warmed by its wood features. “It’s 

about how it all works with natural light and how that light plays on the 

finishes with perfect unity,” says Sydney.

“The clients are in love with their new home,” she admits. “They were 

very involved and that gave us something to build on. Everything about 

Rescom’s projects is special and unique—the design, the craftsmanship 

and especially our clientele.”

Anchored by large-format, porcelain tile floors in Charcoal, this 
European-styled kitchen displays a veined, white quartz coun-
tertop and backsplash. Two-tone, flat slab cabinetry features 
integrated hardware, displaying a wood grain and a custom  
grey lacquered finish enhanced with black stainless faucets.

Large, south-facing windows embrace views and light that  
carries throughout the home. A Dekton slab hearth and stove-
pipe accentuates wall cut outs within a wash of  oak hardwoods.

Showering light above the staircase and through fir wall slats to the kitchen, this alu-
minum framed, ridge glass skylight hosts a 30-degree slope with a Low E film coating.

A plastered wall headboard softens a white decor with textured charm. Rift-cut 
oak custom millwork integrates with a slat wall feature amidst ivory and bronze 
crackle glass porcelain wall sconces and textured white and oak pendant lighting.


